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The members of The Temple UniversiTy commUniTy seT Their 

sighTs high. They embrace diverse perspecTives and opinions. 

They innovaTe and explore new ideas. working TogeTher, They 

rise above obsTacles and reach across boUndaries To Take on 

Today’s ToUghesT challenges.
 

people are drawn to Temple to teach, learn, create and make a difference in the lives of others. 

To ensure Temple’s ability to support these endeavors and to foster their growth long-term, the 

university launched Access to Excellence: The 125th Anniversary Campaign for Temple in 2002. 

Through its first universitywide fundraising effort, Temple set out to build substantial financial support 

for student scholarships, facilities, research, faculty and community initiatives. The Access to Excellence 

campaign goals were ambitious, and we knew it would succeed only if everyone joined the effort.

Today, access to excellence is an unprecedented success. alumni and other supporters invested more 

than $380 million in Temple, well beyond the campaign’s initial $300 million goal and even the revised 

$350 million goal. as a result, new scholarships and additional faculty funding mean Temple can attract 

the most promising students and the most talented professors; Temple’s outreach programs will continue to 

grow stronger, with partnerships that extend far beyond the neighborhoods surrounding its campuses and 

around the world; and Temple faculty and students will transform ideas into practical solutions to society’s 

most pressing problems. equally important, the campaign has created a new culture of philanthropy and 

engagement throughout the Temple community, which is vital for the ongoing growth of the university.

Access to excellence  
Campaign total

$380.4 million

m e s sag e  f r o m  t h e  pr e s i d e n T

Temple is a 
vibrant community      
where people  
and ideas flourish.  



“The incredible support the campaign  
inspired means Temple can provide students 

and faculty with the resources to excel  
in every field, on every campus  

and in every classroom.”

leonard Barrack, SBm ’65, lAW ‘68 
University trustee

Chair, Access to excellence Campaign

The Access to Excellence campaign is a remarkable achievement, and Temple will utilize the momentum 

of our success to raise our sights even higher in the years ahead. with clear academic priorities, Temple 

will continue to enrich the curriculum, its research enterprise and its service to philadelphia, the 

commonwealth of pennsylvania and the world. a thoughtful study of our academic needs has resulted 

in a campus development framework titled Temple 20/20 that will guide our efforts to revitalize our main 

campus and the north broad street corridor.

Temple will always be a place where ideas and people flourish and where innovation emerges to transform 

society. i am deeply grateful for the generosity of all who supported the Access to Excellence campaign and 

i look forward to our continued work together on behalf of Temple University.
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new endowed Funds 

429
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Temple empowers 
students and faculty 
to seek new  
opportunities  
and expand  
horizons.

aT Temple UniversiTy, sTUdenTs and facUlTy Thrive in an 

oUTsTanding inTellecTUal environmenT ThaT fosTers independenT 

Thinking, creaTive expression and leadership. in The classroom 

and oTher seTTings, sTUdenTs work closely wiTh peers and 

professors To hone Their criTical Thinking skills. Temple facUlTy 

members—dedicaTed To Teaching, inqUiry and exploraTion—

collaboraTe across academic deparTmenTs and wiTh parTners 

off campUs. They inspire sTUdenTs To pUrsUe Their academic  

and career goals.
 

motivated to succeed, Temple students embrace opportunities to learn and grow beyond the lecture hall. 

They take part in entrepreneurship competitions at the fox school of business, hands-on learning in the 

health scholars program and hundreds of other experiences to expand knowledge, boost skills and forge 

stronger relationships. 

funded through a million-dollar-plus gift to Access to Excellence, the university’s TUteach initiative 

encourages Temple’s brightest science and technology students to become certified as math or science 

teachers by offering a special curriculum in the college of education. The goal is to enhance science and 

mathematics education, especially at the middle and high school levels, so that the nation will produce a 

workforce that can better compete in the global economy.

o pp o rT U n i T i e s  f o r  s U c c e s s



“Temple always looks to broaden the  
scope of community initiatives, build  
more fruitful relationships with local  

partners in Pennsylvania and tap into  
the expertise of neighbors from across  

the Philadelphia region.”

Daniel H. Polett 
trustee

for many students, financial support is the key that 

provides access to Temple’s diverse and challenging 

curriculum. since the campaign’s start in 2002, 

more than 300 need- and merit-based scholarships 

have been established with Access to Excellence 

campaign funds. for example, the maurice h. kornberg 

scholarship, established with the largest ever gift to 

the dental school, supports outstanding students 

who lack the necessary financial resources to attend.

new need- and merit-based scholarship support draws 

exceptional, motivated students to Temple. as a result, 

the quality of Temple students continues to improve. 

The class of 2013 has an average saT score of 1110. 

That is an all-time high at the university, 94 points 

higher than the national average and 116 points 

higher than the pennsylvania average. in addition, 

the number of students qualifying for the university’s 

honors program reached an all-time high in 2009.

The world’s top scholars also want to be a part of  

Temple’s vibrant learning community. To attract 

and retain a new generation of talented professors, 

Access to Excellence secured more than $20 million 

for endowed professorships, chairs and other faculty 

support. These resources have been critical to Temple’s 

faculty development. between 2003 and 2009, Temple 

hired nearly 400 scholars from leading academic and 

research institutions around the world. for example, 

francis ward, a renowned scholar, was attracted 

to Temple’s tradition of excellence in teaching and 

clinical care. but what ultimately brought ward to 

Temple in 2008 was the opportunity to be the first 

david r. devereaux chair in nursing in the college 

of health professions and social work. 

once faculty members arrive at Temple, Access to 

Excellence funds enable them to conduct cancer 

research, investigate juvenile justice issues or work 

with local communities on stormwater management. 

Temple professors then bring that real-world expertise 

into every classroom.

The university is committed to further enhancing its 

intellectual environment by maintaining class size at 

current levels, improving student support services, 

promoting faculty training and developing other 

strategies that improve learning. going forward, 

teaching and learning at Temple will reach higher 

levels of achievement. Temple students and faculty 

members will have a strategic framework and the 

additional resources to excel in the classroom, on 

campus and beyond. 
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Campaign and Alumni events 

50,000 PArticiPAntS
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Temple’s commiTmenT To edUcaTion and improving lives goes 

beyond iTs campUses, exTending inTo neighborhoods and  

commUniTies across The philadelphia region and ThroUghoUT 

pennsylvania. facUlTy and sTUdenTs bUild sTrong, prodUcTive 

relaTionships wiTh local parTners by sharing knowledge  

and experience. 

This exchange between campus and community—in many instances supported by Access to Excellence 

funding—means Temple is firmly grounded in the concerns and aspirations of local residents. established 

in 2008, a campuswide day of service, freshserve, now begins each academic year for the Temple community. 

students can then sign on for more than 300 Temple-sponsored volunteer and service-learning opportunities, 

many of them chances to test academic theory against real-world practice. 

Through Access to Excellence, more than $22 million was raised to support community engagement 

initiatives that touch the lives of countless people. campaign funds augment the music preparatory and 

enrichment program, the boyer college of music and dance’s national model for developing children’s 

potential in music. several major gifts support the work of Temple’s intergenerational center in the 

college of health professions and social work, helping to reinvent retirement by inspiring baby boomers 

and retirees to pursue volunteer opportunities. 

The multidisciplinary research team from Temple’s center for sustainable communities used Access to 

Excellence funds to determine new regional floodplain boundaries with the aid of sophisticated hydrologic 

Temple shares  
powerful  
connections  
with the local  
community  
and the state.  

l o c a l  e n gag e m e n T



modeling and geographic information systems. 

The detailed maps and the rigorous science behind 

their creation set new standards in floodplain 

mapping, according to the federal emergency 

management agency. in 2009, a gift from the 

philadelphia Jewish archives center brought 

one of the country’s most extensive and varied 

documentations of a Jewish community to Temple 

University libraries, helping to keep local history 

alive for future generations of students and scholars. 

Temple’s community influence already is wide-

ranging. The university is a leading employer 

in philadelphia, and its economic impact in 

pennsylvania is valued at more than $3.2 billion 

per year. with new main campus facilities 

connected by a light-filled atrium completed 

in 2009, the Tyler school of art and the boyer 

college of music and dance are establishing 

stronger connections with the local arts 

communities. The baptist Temple on north 

broad street, renovated with the help of Access 

to Excellence funds and now an extraordinary 

performance and event venue, serves both the 

university and region and will attract thousands 

of people to main campus. since the campaign 

was launched in 2002, these and other Temple 

infrastructure enhancements have helped attract 

more than $200 million in private residential and 

retail investment to north philadelphia. 

looking ahead, Temple seeks to broaden the 

scope of service initiatives and build more fruitful 

relationships with local partners. working with 

organizations across the city and suburbs, the 

university will continue to enhance the region’s 

unique historic, physical and cultural assets. more 

opportunities for students and faculty to collaborate 

with local organizations means Temple will help 

diverse communities address the challenges facing 

the philadelphia region, other metropolitan areas 

and the commonwealth of pennsylvania.

“Through international teaching,  
research and outreach, Temple University  
is a global university preparing the next  

generation to succeed in a dynamic  
and interconnected world.”

Patrick J. o’connor
Chair, Board of trustees
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total number of gifts

502,819

Temple fosters  
global perspectives 
on campus 
and around  
the world.  

Temple’s rise as a global insTiTUTion began decades ago wiTh 

The opening of Two inTernaTional campUses, in rome and Tokyo. 

Today, The UniversiTy offers hUndreds of Teaching, research 

and service experiences aroUnd The world. The resUlT: Temple 

people have a global perspecTive and The abiliTy To excel in an 

increasingly inTerconnecTed world.   
 

funds from Access to Excellence support many of Temple’s international initiatives, from longstanding 

campuses to innovative research and community programs worldwide. for example, private philanthropy 

has been central to the growth of the beasley school of law’s groundbreaking rule of law programs 

in beijing, which introduce american and international legal practices to chinese judges, prosecutors, 

government officials and other legal professionals. campaign funds, augmented by a major naming gift 

from dennis alter, edU ’66, also helped to complete alter hall in 2008, providing the fox school of 

business with additional space for top-ranked international programs and for graduates known for their 

global mindset.

To help students pursue diverse international experiences, in 2007 Temple president ann weaver hart 

and her husband, randy, established a fund through Access to Excellence to defray the cost of a first 

passport for freshman and transfer students planning to study abroad. Today, more than 1,000 Temple 

students per year participate in international study and exchange programs in brazil, france, india and 

more than a dozen other countries, an 80 percent increase since 2001. in 2009, five Temple students won 

prestigious fulbright fellowships to study, conduct research or teach english abroad—the second highest 

yearly total in Temple history. 
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“Temple researchers are always pushing  
the boundaries of new knowledge, and  
the result is research that truly improves  
the lives of individuals around the world,  

bolsters the regional economy and  
sets the stage for future discovery.”

lisa Staiano-coico 
Provost

campaign gifts to Temple’s schools and colleges 

help to maintain educational partnerships with more 

than 80 institutions around the world. some of the  

newest include a dual bachelor’s-master’s degree 

program with six leading Taiwanese universities 

and a student and faculty exchange with the future 

University of egypt in the areas of engineering, 

dentistry and pharmacy. new Temple scholarships, 

funded through Access to Excellence, support art 

history students studying in rome, architecture 

students exploring modern structures in Japan and 

many other international experiences. 

Temple’s philadelphia-area campuses attract 

students, scholars and researchers from around 

the world. in 2009, more than 1,500 international 

students were enrolled at Temple. They bring 

varied experiences to the classroom and, through 

international student groups and events, a rich 

cultural life to the university. The result is an 

environment where students exchange ideas, 

challenge assumptions and gain a richer perspective 

on today’s global issues. a 2008 gift to the campaign 

established the leonard and arlene swidler chair 

of interreligious dialogue in the college of liberal 

arts, encouraging a deeper discussion among 

people of different faiths at Temple and beyond 

on ways to reduce conflict and increase mutual 

understanding and trust.

Temple’s global commitment will continue to boost 

international teaching, learning, research and 

community outreach. graduates will be exposed 

to an intellectual framework that enables them 

to analyze contemporary political, economic and 

scientific events and understand their impact at 

the local, national and international levels. The 

university will expand education and study-abroad 

possibilities for students and enhance faculty 

opportunities for international engagement and 

experience. Temple will continue to institute 

best teaching practices for accelerating the global 

competency of students so they can communicate 

across national borders and cultures.
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new reseArCh And leArning sPACe 

975,000 SquAre feet

exploraTion and discovery ThaT impacT people and commUniTies 

are aT The hearT of Temple’s academic mission. advanced research 

also provides sTUdenTs wiTh edUcaTional experiences ThaT 

woUld noT oTherwise be possible. over The dUraTion of The  

campaign, 2002 To 2009, annUal fUnding for sponsored research 

grew from $57.6 million To $88.8 million.
 

Temple supports scholars and scientists as they hunt for solutions to today’s toughest problems, cross 

disciplinary boundaries and collaborate with industrial and academic partners. faculty members can take 

advantage of the university’s $50,000 seed grants to jumpstart interdisciplinary research and creative 

works. at the school of medicine, the faculty development research award funds the work of junior 

faculty members who can then seek outside funding for proven research ideas. 

Access to Excellence funds—more than $66 million was raised for research during the campaign—are 

providing Temple faculty and students with additional resources to improve what has come before in 

hundreds of fields. established with a gift from John livingstone, sbm ’49, in 2004, the library prize for 

Undergraduate research encourages the development of library research techniques. in the school of 

pharmacy’s center for drug discovery, dedicated in 2009, scientists streamline the process for bringing new 

medicines to market. private campaign gifts were critical to the sbarro institute for cancer research and 

molecular medicine in the college of science and Technology, which launched new projects exploring 

the application of molecular and genetic therapeutics to a wide range of diseases. 
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Temple generates 
new knowledge 
and understanding  
to transform millions  
of lives.

r e s e a rc h  e xc e l l e n c e



at Temple, faculty and student research thrives in 

an environment brimming with innovative ideas. 

The simmy and harry ginsburg health sciences 

library supports interdisciplinary collaboration that 

is central to advancing discovery and improving 

clinical care. The library was named through a gift 

to Temple’s largest capital project ever, the medical 

education and research building. The public 

health law research initiative at the beasley 

school of law, funded by one of the largest single 

gifts to Access to Excellence, explores legal and 

regulatory solutions to epidemics, chronic diseases 

and other pressing health challenges.

Access to Excellence campaign funds also support 

new thinking in the liberal arts and creative 

endeavors on campus. Taking a fresh tack in the 

study of military history and diplomatic history, 

Temple’s center for the study of force and 

diplomacy brings together academics and diplomatic 

personnel to explore the complex interrelationship 

between the two. a bequest made in 2007 will 

support the george and Joy abbott center for 

musical Theater, through which professional 

playwrights, actors, directors and designers will 

share their experience directly with Temple students. 

with research as a main component of Access 

to Excellence, campaign funds are transforming 

innovative ideas and mountains of data into 

practical solutions that improve lives. Temple’s 

center for obesity research and education has 

gained national acclaim since it opened in 2006 

for its investigations into the causes, treatment 

and prevention of obesity. initiated in 2004, the 

pioneering arts and quality of life research center 

investigates how the arts can address the emotional 

needs of cancer patients. continuing foundation 

support fosters a long-term, multi-million-dollar 

research effort by laurence steinberg, laura h. 

carnell professor of psychology in the college of 

liberal arts, to investigate juvenile justice reform.

building on its many successes in advanced 

exploration and investigation, Temple will continue 

to move aggressively to increase sponsored research 

at the health sciences center and across the 

university, encourage innovation by strengthening 

graduate education, support investigators early 

in their careers, supplement participation in 

scholarly conferences and expand opportunities for 

undergraduate research and creative expression. 

As Temple University reaches even higher  
in the years ahead, students, faculty and  
others who are tenacious, creative and  

ready to take on any challenge will continue 
to be at the core of what makes us great.”

Bret Perkins, SBm ‘91
President, temple University Alumni Association
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temple University

inSPire millionS to SucceeD

T e m pl e  2 0 / 2 0 
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Temple UniversiTy has reached a new level of disTincTion. The 

sUccess of ACCESS To ExCEllEnCE demonsTraTes ThaT a cUlTUre 

of privaTe philanThropy by Temple sUpporTers has Taken rooT  

and will conTinUe To grow. The academic sTraTegic compass and 

TEmPlE 20/20 framework exemplify The UniversiTy’s ongoing drive 

To improve, To sTrengThen and To serve commUniTies worldwide 

in The 21sT cenTUry.  
 

Temple’s future has never been brighter, and that optimism is sustained by a remarkable university community. 

Today, new and higher levels of participation are evident among alumni on Temple’s campuses, online and at 

university-sponsored events in philadelphia and around the world. regional alumni clubs provide graduates 

across the United states with a chance to reconnect to Temple. a new online community—visited by more 

than 400,000 alumni and students since its 2007 launch—provides interactive tools to connect with each other. 

more Temple graduates also have signed on to mentor and advise current students, lend their expertise to 

schools and colleges, and serve on the university’s volunteer boards and committees, ensuring that the next 

generation of Temple students is prepared for lasting success. 

with the academic strategic compass as a guide, Temple will expand opportunities for students to excel 

in the classroom, raise sponsored research and encourage innovation and exploration in every school and 

college. The university also will broaden the scope of community partnerships in the region and across 

The university will 
reach new levels  
of achievement 
in the 21st century.



pennsylvania and will increase opportunities for 

international teaching, learning, research and 

community outreach experiences. The result 

will be a Temple community of students, artists, 

scholars and scientists who will enhance—in real, 

measurable and ever-increasing ways—the lives of 

people around the world. 

Temple 20/20 supports and expands this academic 

and intellectual vision. To support the academic 

strategic compass, Temple will build new facilities 

for learning, living and recreation. broad street will 

experience the greatest concentration of changes, 

culminating in a vibrant corridor that thrives as 

a rich, around-the-clock urban environment. a 

new residential tower for students, with ground-

floor retail spaces, has already begun at broad and 

oxford streets to accommodate the increased demand 

for student housing. by extending the front façade 

of pearson and mcgonigle halls, the university 

will add more space for student recreation and 

intramural athletics. a new flagship library and 

learning facility, at the intersection of broad street 

and polett walk, will rise across from the baptist 

Temple at the historic heart of campus. 

Throughout main campus, an updated streetscape, 

including trees, signage, lighting and site furnishings 

will slow vehicular traffic and encourage more 

walking and gathering by students. The university 

will create intimate green spaces by consolidating 

existing open areas and connecting them through 

improved pedestrian corridors. situated between 

liacouras walk and 12th street, a new signature 

open space will be at the campus core enhancing 

the quality of life and learning experience for future 

generations of students.  

within a decade, main campus will be an area rich  

in amenities and possibilities, and a vibrant destination  

for the entire philadelphia region. This ongoing 

transformation is the most visible manifestation of  

Temple’s continuing growth as a center for scholarship  

and discovery, impact and opportunity. They will come  

to Temple’s campuses, online hubs or international  

locations—to learn, discover, exchange ideas and 

amplify new knowledge. They will inspire millions and  

be inspired by those exceptional individuals who 

comprise the remarkable global community of Temple.  

Their vision—Temple’s vision—will transform 

countless lives around the world. n
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institutional advancement 
sullivan hall, suite 100
1330 polett walk
philadelphia, pa 19122

phone: 215-204-1001
e-mail: giving@temple.edu
web: myowlspace.com/accesstoexcellence


